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Nomadic spirit and air of travel for the 
new Etro Home Interiors Collection. 

Natural continuation of Etro Fashion, 
it perfectly embodies the refinement, 
creativity and vibrant sense of colour 
which has always characterized the 

brand. Declined in four different 
narrations expressing the eclecticism 

of the brand, the collection is 
distinguished by furniture with elegant 
and linear designs, while the upholstery 
boasts highly prized fabrics featuring 

Etro’s already iconic designs.
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AGRA AGRA
SEATS SEATS

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric 
cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 1 Ecru.  

Piping in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 007  
Acid Green. Feet in patinated gold liquid metal 

lacquered wood. Ornamental golden studs.

Classic charm meets oriental and spiritual 
suggestions in a refined and elegant sofa. 

The references to the Asiatic, mystical culture 
are declined in the use of gold and light tone 
sur tone nuances, revealing the introspective 

character of the brand. Raised from the ground 
by thin feet, the sofa is upholstered in a precious 

and light fabric with a typical Etro pattern 
and is enriched by refined details such as the 

decorative studs creating a paisley motif  
on the armrests.
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ARP ARP
DINING TABLE DINING TABLE

Bases in patinated gold liquid  
metal lacquered wood.  

Top in extra clear bevelled glass.

A double base with two “yin and yang” 
sculptural elements is the main feature of 
Arp dining table. With its precious top in 
extraclear bevelled glass, Arp dining table 
is an evocative, bright and refined element 

with a spiritual and symbolic charm.
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BABEL BABEL

Foldable travel chair with structure in patinated 
bronze metal. Upholstery in: cat. A Deccan 

6574/1 col. 1 Nomad (1); fabric cat. A Bukhara 
6576/1 col. 1 Nomad (2); cat. B Nanmor 6573/1  

col. 1 Nomad (3). Details in leather cat. A  
Nuuk col. 001 Brown and polished brass. 

Travel trunk with structure in wood.  
Upholstery as for foldable chair. Details in leather 
cat. A Nuuk col. 001 Brown and patinated bronze 

metal. Tips in polished brass.

(1)

(2)

(3)

FOLDABLE TRAVEL CHAIR WITH TRAVEL TRUNK FOLDABLE TRAVEL CHAIR WITH TRAVEL TRUNK

The iconic piece, part of the “Nomadic Story”, inspired 
by travels in India and Western Asia, in which the 
power of symbolic language is expressed through 

the masterful use of fabrics and of the brand’s 
quintessential pattern, Paisley.  

The Babel seat has a shape reminiscent of that of a 
foldable travel chair, while still maintaining a refined, 
luxurious throne-like form. Thus, the voyage themed 

essence of the collection is enriched by a touch  
of irony, the tale of travel emphasised by the symbolic 

presence of a suitcase, a trusted companion to the 
distant lands so dear to the brand.
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BOMBAY BOMBAY
BED BED

An imposing and elegant bed featuring an 
important headboard enriched by decorative 
studs creating a suggestive oriental inspired 

motif. Mixing classic charm and Indian spiritual 
suggestions, the Bombay bed expresses Etro’s 

mystical mood and introspective character  
by using gold and light tone sur tone nuances. 

Structure in wood and foam. Headboard, rolls and 
optional mattress cover upholstered in fabric  

cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 3 Mystic. Ornamental 
golden studs. Bedframe upholstered in fabric  

cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 2 Grey. Base in dark 
wengè dyed wood. Slatted bed base included. 

Mattress not included. 
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BOMBAY BOMBAY
BED BED

An imposing and elegant bed featuring an 
important headboard enriched by decorative 
studs creating a suggestive oriental inspired 

motif. Mixing classic charm and Indian spiritual 
suggestions, the Bombay bed expresses Etro’s 

mystical mood and introspective character  
by using gold and light tone sur tone nuances. 

Structure in wood and foam. Headboard, bedframe, rolls 
and optional mattress cover upholstered in fabric  

cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 3 Brown and col. 4 Red. 
Ornamental golden studs. Base in dark wengè dyed wood. 

Slatted bed base included. Mattress not included. 
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BRETON BRETON
POUF POUF

Structure in wood and foam.  
Upholstery in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin 
and fabric cat. B Llanover 6579/1 col. 1 Paradox.  

Base in dark wengè dyed wood.

In the Breton pouf, a simple yet refined 
design is expressed in the meeting between 

two different and complementary parts. 
The superior component in Prince of Wales, 

with its squared lines, contrasts with the 
lower part in a deep purple hue, creating 
a dynamic and balanced whole. Easy to 

combine with furniture in different styles, 
the Breton pouf is the perfect accessory to 

revisit the look of your living room.
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CARAL CARAL
ARMCHAIR ARMCHAIR

Back frame in dark wengé dyed wood with  
Cherry Red lacquered cane. Seat in foam  

upholstered in fabric cat. A Bukhara 6576/1  
col. 1 Nomad. Piping in velvet cat. A Firenze  
col. 001 Raisin. 1 back cushion 50 x 30 cm  

in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.  
Base in patinated bronze wood.

An armchair with soft and enveloping lines, 
whose low and comfortable seat recalls in the 
shape the exoticism of a traditional ottoman. 
The upholstery in jacquard fabric Bukara with 
Suzani pattern creates a harmonious contrast 
with the lightness of the fan-shaped caned 
backrest with an intense Cherry Red colour.
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CARAL CARAL
DORMEUSE DORMEUSE

Back frame in dark wengé dyed wood with Cherry 
Red lacquered cane. Seat in foam upholstered 
in fabric cat. B Nanmor 6573/1 col. 1 Nomad. 
Piping in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.
3 back cushions 60 x 60 cm in leather cat. C 
Catrilo col. 002 Brown and 3 back cushions  

45 x 45 cm in fabric cat. B Nanmor 6573/1 col. 1 
Nomad. Base in patinated bronze wood.

In perfect balance between linearity and 
movement, the chaise longue Caral boasts  

an elegant, comfortable and dynamic design. 
The chaise longue is upholstered in a precious 

and light fabric with a typical Etro pattern,  
with a low and comfortable seat. An harmonious 

contrast with the lightness of the fan-shaped 
caned backrest with an intense  

Cherry Red colour.
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CARAL CARAL
SOFA SYSTEM SOFA SYSTEM

Back frame in dark wengé dyed wood with Cherry 
Red lacquered cane. Seat in foam upholstered 
in fabric cat. A Deccan 6574/1 col. 1 Nomad.  
Piping in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.

3 back cushions 60 x 60 cm in leather cat. C Catrilo 
col. 001 Red and 3 back cushions 45 x 45 cm 
in fabric cat. A Deccan 6574/1 col. 1 Nomad.  

Base in patinated bronze wood.

In perfect balance between linearity and 
movement, classicism and modernity, the 

Caral sofa boasts an elegant, comfortable and 
dynamic design. Available in different versions, 

it features the use of paisley, the Maison’s iconic 
motif, combined with the refinement of the 

caned backrest in an intense Cherry Red colour. 
The nomadic spirit and the travel suggestions  
at the base of the new collection are enhanced 

by the presence of cushions made with 
processed leathers that recall different ethnic 

styles, creating a comfortable and refined corner 
in perfect Etro Home Interiors’ style.
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DALÍ DALÍ
DINING TABLE DINING TABLE

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Top in marble cat. A Eramosa (both pass 

cut and counter-pass cut) on plate 
in patinated bronze wood.

An elegant and evocative dining table featuring  
a precious top where the Eramosa marble cut 
in two different ways gives life to a beautiful 

combination of patterns.  
The warm shades of the marble create  

a pleasant dynamic effect in contrast with the 
base of the table: a twist of bronzed finish 

bamboo canes, natural and precious elements 
that lend a luminous and suggestive touch  

to the environment.
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DELFI DELFI
MIRROR MIRROR

An elegant, nature-inspired mirror with bamboo 
canes recalling a typical Asian environment, 
reinterpreted with a bright and chic touch, 

expressed in the precious details such ad the 
patinated bronze finishing. A fascinating element 

that can be placed anywhere, becoming  
a spectacular addition to the decor.

Structure in polished brass. 
Natural bevelled mirror on wooden back-plate.
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DELHI DELHI
CABINET CABINET

An impactful cabinet featuring a precious 
upholstery in fabric from the Etro Home Interiors 

collection with oriental inspired decorative 
motives and outer extraclear tempered glass. 

A mystic and transcendent element with 
an ethereal and luminous mood, reflected in the 

iridescent hues of the materials used. 

Structure in polished brass.  
Sides in wood upholstered in fabric cat. B 

Shiva 05935 col. 5801 Mystic.  
Inner in black fabric. External extra clear 
tempered glass. Golden pommels with 

matching tassels in silk.
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DELHI DELHI
NIGHT TABLE / CHEST OF DRAWERS NIGHT TABLE / CHEST OF DRAWERS

Featuring a precious upholstery in fabric from 
the Etro Home Interiors collection, the Delhi 
night furnishings are enriched with oriental 

inspired decorative motives.  
The outer extraclear tempered glass  

contribute to create a mystic and transcendent 
mood, reflected in the iridescent hues of the  

materials used.

Structure in polished brass.  
Sides in wood upholstered in fabric cat. B 

Shiva 05935 col. 5801 Mystic. Inner in black fabric. 
External extra clear tempered glass.

Golden pommels with matching tassels in silk.
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FONDA FONDA
BOOKCASE BOOKCASE

A bookcase with a strong decorative appeal, 
worthy of a starring role in any living space.  
The scenographic structure is the result of 

a game of colours and contrasts: the regular 
and austere grid is livened up thanks to the 
alternation of natural Vienna straw patterns 

and graphic prints typical of the Maison. 
The skilful use of materials lends the library 

a unique and captivating design.

Structure in polished brass.  
Shelves in bronzed glass. 

Back panels in dark wengé dyed wooden 
frames with Cherry Red lacquered 

cane and/or fabric from the Etro Home 
Interiors collection. 
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FRIDA FRIDA
CHAIR WITH ARMS / CHAIR CHAIR WITH ARMS / CHAIR

Structure in patinated bronze metal.
Back and seat in wood and foam.

Seat and inner back upholstery in fabric 
cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 1 Paradox. 
Rear back and piping in velvet cat. A 
Firenze col. 001 Raisin. Decorative 

elements in polished brass.

The rich Deosai cashmere of the seat, enhanced 
by the burgundy velvet piping that also features 
the back, meets the suggestions of the Asian 
nature, evoked by the bronzed finish legs with 

bamboo shape and by the precious monkey 
applied to the back, an exotic decorative element 

that characterizes the Maison’s collections. 
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GATHI GATHI
SCREEN SCREEN

Wooden panels with Varanasi printed 
layered natural mirror.  

Back panel upholstery in fabric cat. B 
Greyton 6575/1 col. 2 Grey.  

Frames in polished brass.

Spirituality and introspection are the main 
themes behind this sophisticated screen:  

the oriental inspired pattern reflected on the 
glass creates a magical play of light.  

The back in tone-on-tone fabric and the bronzed 
brass profiles complete the set giving a refined 

charm to the whole.
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GOA GOA
SIDE / NIGHT TABLE SIDE / NIGHT TABLE

Structure in patinated gold liquid 
metal lacquered wood.

A “double” monolith with two joint ellipses 
in a hugging embrace. Evocative, bright and 

refined, the Goa coffee table enters the everyday 
environment, transforming it and adding a deep, 

spiritual and symbolic element.
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JAIPUR JAIPUR
SOFA SOFA

Elegance, class and refinement  
in a sofa with an ethereal and luminous 
appeal, related to the most spiritual and 

introspective spirit of the brand.  
The contrast between the two precious 

fabrics in light shades offering two different 
interpretations of the typical Etro world 
designs is enhanced by the ornamental 

studs that run along the perimeter  
of the sofa. 

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery 
in fabric cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 3 Mystic.

Seat and inner back upholstery 
in fabric cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 2 Grey.  

Piping in fabric cat. A Deosai 6577/1  
col. 3 Mystic. Ornamental golden studs. Feet in 

patinated gold liquid metal lacquered wood. 
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JANIS JANIS
CABINET CABINET

Structure and frames in polished brass. 
Sides in Cherry Red lacquered wood. 

Inner in matching color lacquer.  
Doors in Deosai printed glass. 

Decorative elements in polished brass. 

The rich Deosai pattern of the doors,  
the precious monkey applied to the doors, 
the bamboo canes legs and the luminous 

structure in polished brass create a unique 
mix of colors, shapes and materials, making 
Janis cabinet the perfect furniture element 

for an oriental-inspired corner. 
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JANIS JANIS
SIDEBOARD SIDEBOARD

Nomadic spirit and air of travel in a piece  
of furniture in perfect Etro Home Interior style. 
The rich Deosai pattern and the monkey applied 

to the doors, the bamboo canes legs and the 
luminous structure in patinated bronze create  
a combination of shapes, color and materials 

that perfectly embodies the refinement, 
creativity and vibrant sense of colour which  

has always characterized the brand.

Structure and frames in polished brass. 
Sides in Cherry Red lacquered wood.  

Inner in matching color lacquer. 
Doors in Deosai printed glass.  

Decorative elements in polished brass. 
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JEFFERSON JEFFERSON
ARMCHAIR ARMCHAIR

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric 
cat. A Khorat 6578/1 col. 1 Overdose.

Seat and inner back with upholstery in fabric  
cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 2 Overdose.  

Piping in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 002 Violet.
Feet in patinated gold liquid metal  

lacquered wood.

An unusual interpretation of the classic 
bergère: the Jefferson armchair expresses 

the suggestions of the “psychedelic” and the 
Summer of Love of the ‘70s in a profusion  

of intense colours and imaginative patterns.  
In an harmonious combination of different 

fabrics and materials, the paisley, iconic motif  
of the Maison on the seat, is combined with  

the striped pattern of the backrest and enhanced 
by the Ultra Violet velvet piping.
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JEFFERSON JEFFERSON
SOFA SOFA

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery in velvet 
cat. A Venezia col. 002 Violet. Piping in velvet 

cat. A Venezia col. 007 Acid Green.
Ornamental golden studs.

Feet in dark wengè dyed wood. 

A sofa that won’t go unnoticed, designed  
to furnish with colour, a key element of the  

Etro Home Interiors collection and an integral 
part of the Maison’s DNA. Perfect result  

of the craftsmanship and creativity of the 
brand, the Jefferson sofa is upholstered with 
ultra violet velvet, enhanced by contrasting 
citron piping and shiny gold studs that run 

along the backrest profile.
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KLEE KLEE
SOFA SYSTEM SOFA SYSTEM

Classic charm and rigorous lines for an elegant 
sofa able to fit into any environments.  

The linear shape of the frame in polished brass 
meets the elegance of the upholstery in fabric 

or leather from the Etro Home Interiors 
collection, creating a mix with a timeless  

vintage style.

Frame in patinated bronze metal. Structure in wood 
and foam. Upholstery in fabric cat. B Llanover 6579/1 

col. 1 Paradox. Lower band of back cushions in  
velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.  

Piping in leather cat. A Nuuk col. 001 Brown.  
Details in matching leather.
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KLEE KLEE
ARMCHAIR ARMCHAIR

Frame in patinated bronze metal. Structure in wood 
and foam. Upholstery in velvet cat. A Firenze  

col. 001 Raisin. Lower band of back cushions in fabric 
cat. B Llanover 6579/1 col. 1 Paradox.

Piping in leather cat. A Nuuk col. 001 Brown.
Details in matching leather.

Classic charm and rigorous lines for an elegant 
armchair able to fit into any environments.  

The linear shape of the bronzed frame meets the 
elegance of the upholstery in fabric or leather 

from the Etro Home Interiors collection, such as 
the velvet with Prince of Wales inserts, creating 

a mix with a timeless vintage style.
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KLEE KLEE

Versatile and compact, the Klee pouf  
is a superb mix of elements in a perfect  
Etro Home Interiors style. The upholstery  

in typical fabrics of the collection, combined 
with the refinement of the metal structure 

with shape inspired by the Etro’s logo 
contributes to express the multifaceted  

spirit of the brand.

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Seat in wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric 

cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 1 Paradox  
and velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin with 
piping in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin 
(1) and fabric cat. B Nanmor 6573/1 col. 1 
Nomad with piping in leather cat. A Nuuk  

col. 001 Brown (2).

POUF POUF

(2)

(1)
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KLEE KLEE
COFFEE TABLE COFFEE TABLE

A compact two-tops small table featuring  
an original combination of materials.  

The structure in polished brass or patinated 
bronze meets the precious elegance of the 
tops in marble or wood from the Etro Home 
Interiors collection, creating a precious and 

functional element able to decorate with style 
and elegance.

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Upper top in marble cat. A Eramosa (counter-pass cut). 

Lower top in smoked eucalyptus frisé wood.
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KLEE KLEE
SIDE TABLE SIDE TABLE

A compact two-tops small table featuring  
an original combination of materials.  

The structure in polished brass or patinated 
bronze meets the precious elegance of the  
tops in marble or wood from the Etro Home 

Interiors collection, creating a precious  
and functional element able to decorate  

with style and elegance.

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Upper top in marble cat. A Eramosa (pass cut).  

Lower top in smoked eucalyptus frisé wood.
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KLEE KLEE
CONSOLE CONSOLE

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Top in marble cat. A Eramosa 

(pass cut and counter-pass cut).

Sculptural lines and refined elegance for the  
Klee console with top in precious marble  

and base inspired by the shape of the  
Etro’s logo. A scenographic element  

that characterize the space, lending a refined 
and eclectic charm.
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KLEE KLEE
CABINET CABINET

The sober and elegant forms of Klee cabinet 
hide a surprising profusion of original details. 

From the little monkey, symbol of Etro’s creative 
universe, to the base in patinated bronze that 
incorporates the initials of the brand, to the 
precious wood of eucalyptus frisé that gives  

a natural charm to the whole.

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Sides and top in smoked eucalyptus frisè 

wood. Inner upholstery in fabric cat. A  
Deosai 6577/1 col. 1 Paradox.  

Decorative elements in polished brass.
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KLEE KLEE
SIDEBOARD SIDEBOARD

Structure in patinated bronze metal.  
Sides in smoked eucalyptus frisè wood.  

Inner upholstery in fabric cat. A  
Deosai 6577/1 col. 1 Paradox.

Top in marble cat. A Eramosa (pass cut).  
Details in polished brass.

Featuring pure and uncluttered lines,  
Klee sideboard combines the choice of precious, 

luxurious materials with the simplicity of the 
design. The structure is in polished brass  
or patinated bronze with sides covered  

with smoked eucalyptus frisé, while the inside 
features a special upholstery in fabric from the  

Etro Home Interiors collection.
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KOLKATA KOLKATA
CABINET CABINET

This evocative cabinet recalls the shape of an 
ancient chest, like those which were sorted in 

Kolkata, one of the primary commercial centres 
in India. Embellished by a patinated bronze 
base, the cabinet is covered with antiqued 

printed fabric with the Maison’s iconic motif 
and enhanced by decorative handles and details 

representing the Etro logo.

Base in patinated bronze metal. Structure 
in wood upholstered in fabric cat. B  

Leroy 90129j/6413/9700 col. 1 Nomad.
Inner in matching color lacquer.

Details in polished brass and patinated 
bronze metal.
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KOLKATA KOLKATA
SIDEBOARD SIDEBOARD

Base in patinated bronze metal.  
Structure in wood upholstered in fabric cat. B 

Leroy 90129j/6413/9700 col. 1 Nomad.
Inner in matching color lacquer.

Details in polished brass and patinated  
bronze metal.

An evocative piece of furniture 
that recalls the shape of an ancient chest, 

like those which were sorted in Kolkata, 
which was one of the primary commercial 

centres in India. Embellished by a patinated 
bronze base, the cabinet is covered with 
antiqued printed fabric with the Maison’s 
iconic motif and enhanced by decorative 

handles and details representing  
the Etro logo.
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KRISHNA
SIDE TABLE

A subtle play of shapes and transparencies, in a 
small table with a refined composition, consisting 

of three tops in extra-clear tempered glass,  
of different heights, each one with a symbolic 

drop shape. A direct reference to the paisley, the 
ancient motif inspired by the bud of the date palm, 

“the tree of life”, also present as a decorative 
element that enriches the glass itself.  

The composition is supported by polished 
brass legs, which contribute to create a refined 

ensemble, able to gently adorn classic  
or contemporary settings.

KRISHNA
SIDE TABLE

Tops in Varanasi extra clear printed glass.  
Legs in polished brass.
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MASADA MASADA
BED BED

Structure in wood and foam. Headboard and 
optional mattress cover upholstery in fabric  

cat. A Nanmor 6573/1 col. 3 Mystic. Piping in 
matching fabric. Rolls and bedframe upholstery in 
fabric cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 4 Red. Base in 

dark wengè dyed wood. Slatted bed base included.  
Mattress not included. 

Classic charm, comfort and elegance: 
behind the compact shape and the essential 
lines of the Masada bed lies the essence of 
the Etro brand. Its characteristic eclecticism 

is expressed in the meeting between the 
timeless charm of the Prince of Wales and 
the exotic allure of the jacquard yarn with 

paisley design. Two roll cushions in jacquard 
fabric complete and enrich the set adding 

comfort and appeal.
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MASADA MASADA
SOFA SOFA

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric  
cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 5 Brick.  

Rolls upholstered in fabric cat. A Nanmor 6573/1 
col. 1 Nomad. Headrests and piping upholstered in 

fabric cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 5 Brick.  
Base in dark wengè dyed wood.

The Masada sofa, part of the classic 
line of the Maison, is a piece of 
furniture with a timeless charm, 

designed to guarantee comfort and 
relax. Its cosiness is accentuated by 

the presence of removable cushions on 
the back and roll cushions in Prince of 
Wales. The sofa upholstery in jacquard 
yarn with paisley design lends the sofa 
an exotic and vintage charm. A subtle 
reference to distant epochs and lands, 

in perfect Etro Home Interiors style.
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MERET
COFFEE TABLE

Structure in smoked eucalyptus frisé wood. 
Details in polished brass. Internal tops 

upholstered in fabric cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 1  
Paradox covered with extra clear bevelled glass.

MERET
COFFEE TABLE

Nothing is like it seems in Etro Home Interior 
collection. A sober, elegant table in smoked 

eucalyptus frisé hides two extensions 
upholstered with typical Etro Home Interior’s 

fabrics. A piece of furniture which reinterprets 
Etro’s elegance and spirit of innovation  
with an extravagant and playful twist.
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PICABIA
CHAIR WITH ARMS

(1) Structure in patinated gold liquid metal
lacquered wood. Back and seat in multi-layer 

wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric  
cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 3 Mystic and fabric 
cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 001 Ecru. Piping in 

fabric cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 3 Mystic.

(2) Structure in patinated bronze wood.
Back and seat in multi-layer wood and foam. 

Upholstery in fabric cat. A Deosai 6577/1 col. 1 
Paradox and velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.  

Piping in velvet cat. A Firenze col. 001 Raisin.

PICABIA
CHAIR WITH ARMS

Perfect expression of the “new tradition” 
concept, which unites a classical heart with 
a creative and experimental skin, the Picabia 

chair features a special upholstery in two 
different fabrics of the Etro Home Interiors 
collection, with patterns recalling ancient 

cultures and remote lands.

(1)

(2)
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RENÉ
MIRROR

Structure in wood upholstered in fabric Llanover 
6579/1 col. 1 Paradox covered with extra clear  

bevelled glass. Natural bevelled mirror.  
Details in patinated bronze metal.

RENÉ
MIRROR

An elegant mirror with upholstery in Prince 
of Wales, telling the brand’s colonial spirit 

in a mix of British suggestions and timeless 
elegance. The unprecedented combination 
between the warmth of the fabrics and the 

refinement of the details in patinated bronze 
contribute to express the eclectic  

and multifaceted spirit of the brand.
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SAMARCANDASAMARCANDA

Available in two different shapes and 
sizes, Samarcanda pouf is a versatile and 

functional piece of furniture able to fit 
into any environments. The bamboo canes 

legs, natural elements re-interpreted in 
a precious version, combined with the 

elegant touch of the upholstery with ethnic 
inspired fabrics of the Etro Home Interiors 

collection, create a pleasant mix with a bold 
personality.

Structure in polished brass.  
Seat in wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric 

cat. B Nanmor 6573/1 col. 1 Nomad and velvet 
Venezia cat. A col. 001 Black with piping in 
velvet Venezia cat. A col. 001 Black (1) and 
fabric cat. A Bukhara 6576/1 col. 1 Nomad, 

leather cat. A Nuuk col. 001 Brown with piping 
leather cat. A Nuuk col. 001 Brown. (2).

(2)

(1)

POUFPOUF
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BUKHARA
NOMAD
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SAMARCANDA
SIDE TABLE

Structure in polished brass.  
Top in marble cat. A Red Napoleon  

and marble cat. A Eramosa (pass cut).

SAMARCANDA
SIDE TABLE

An elegant and evocative piece of 
furniture, the Samarcanda table features 
a precious marble top and a base made 
up of a twist of bamboo canes, natural 

elements that turns into precious 
materials, able to give light to the 

environment. The Samarcanda side table 
can be used individually or combined 

with other tables of the same line for the 
creation of personalized composition.
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SAMARCANDA
COFFEE TABLE

An elegant and evocative piece of furniture,  
the Samarcanda table has a precious marble 

top and a base made up of a twist of bamboo 
canes, natural elements that turns into precious 
materials, able to give light to the environment. 

The Samarcanda coffee table can be used 
individually or combined with other tables  

of the same line for the creation of personalized 
composition.

SAMARCANDA
COFFEE TABLE

Structure in polished brass.  
Top in smoked eucalyptus frisè wood.
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SHANTI
MIRROR

Structure in wood and foam. Upholstery  
in fabric cat. B Greyton 6575/1 col. 4 Red and 

col. 1 Ecru. Ornamental golden studs.  
Natural mirror.

SHANTI
MIRROR

Spirituality and transcendence in a mirror 
that evokes the mystic mood of India. 

Upholstered in fabric from the Etro Home 
Interiors collection in a luminous 

and light shade.
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FABRIC
GREYTON  

ECRÚ
&

VELVET
VENEZIA
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SHARP
POUF WITH TABLE

Structure in patinated gold liquid metal 
lacquered wood. Top in marble cat. B Azul Bahia.  

Pouf in wood and foam upholstered in velvet  
cat. A Venezia col. 005 Dark Turquoise.  
Piping in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 007  

Acid Green.

SHARP
POUF WITH TABLE

The harmony of two different elements that 
come together in a mystic hug, like in the  

Yin and Yang symbol. The softness of the pouf 
meets the elegance and functionality  
of a table with top in precious marble,  

creating a fascinating mix.
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TAXILA
BOOKCASE

Structure in patinated bronze metal.
Bamboo canes in polished brass.

Base and shelves in smoked eucalyptus 
frisé wood.

TAXILA
BOOKCASE

The bamboo cane, evocative element  
of naturalistic inspiration, is proposed with  

a polished brass finish, a reference to ethnicity 
that meets the refinement of precious materials, 

giving rise to an unusual combination of 
elements. The element is inserted inside a 
sculptural structure that alternates smoked 

eucalyptus wood and brass with a bronzed finish, 
giving life to an imposing and refined bookcase, 

with a sculptural and scenographic look.
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TIMGAD
SCREEN

Side frames in dark wengé dyed wood with 
Cherry Red lacquered cane. Central frame  

in dark wengé dyed wood upholstered in fabric 
cat. B Leroy 90129j/6413/9700 col. 1  

Nomad and velvet cat. A Venezia col. 003 Red.  
Details in polished brass. Natural bevelled mirror.

TIMGAD
SCREEN

Majestic and scenographic, Timgad screen 
gains a prominent position in the space where 
it is inserted. Artistically mixing components in 
Vienna straw with elements upholstered with 

fabrics from the Etro Home Interiors collection, 
it is completed by the presence of little monkeys 

decorating the set and adding an ethnic and 
ironic touch in perfect Etro’s style.
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WOODSTOCK “CARNIVAL”
SOFA

WOODSTOCK “CARNIVAL”
SOFA

4-seater sofa with base in dark wengé dyed wood and 
tips in polished brass. Back seat in wood and foam 

upholstered in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 006 Dark Green.
Seat in foam upholstered in placed print fabric cat. A 

Carnival 90127J/2781/8001/001 Base with matching 
piping. Back cushions and rolls in foam upholstered 

in fabric cat. A Carnival Roll 90138J/2781/8001/001 
Base with matching sides and piping. 
Ornamental matching tassels in silk.

A sofa with a welcoming and comfortable 
look, emphasized by the mattress 

conformation of the seat. Refined details 
such as the polished brass tips of the 
basement and the roll cushions with 

decorative tassels enhance the whole effect, 
showing the extraordinary craftmanship  

that features the entire collection. 
This model is realized with “Carnival” 

specifically designed fabric, with a vivid  
and articulated motif.
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WOODSTOCK “MOUNTAIN”
SOFA

WOODSTOCK “MOUNTAIN”
SOFA

4-seater sofa with base in dark wengé dyed wood 
with tips in polished brass. Back seat in wood 
and foam upholstered in velvet cat. A Venezia 
col. 003 Red. Seat and back cushions in foam 

upholstered in placed print fabric cat. B Mountain 
90131J/6413/9700/001 Base with piping in 

velvet cat. A Venezia col. 001 Black. Rolls in foam 
with upholstery in fabric cat. B Mountain Roll 

90139J/6413/9700/001 Base with sides and piping 
in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 001 Black. Lower back 

band of back cushions in fabric cat. A Gaeta col. 001 
Black. Ornamental matching tassels in silk.

A sofa with a welcoming and comfortable 
look, emphasized by the mattress 

conformation of the seat. Refined details 
such as the polished brass tips of the 
basement and the roll cushions with 

decorative tassels enhance the whole effect, 
showing the extraordinary craftmanship  

that features the entire collection. 
This model is realized with “Mountain” 

specifically designed fabric, a pattern that 
recalls the designs of typical gypsy shawls.
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WOODSTOCK
DORMEUSE

Base in dark wengé dyed wood with tips  
in polished brass. Seat in foam upholstered  
in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 004 Orange and 
piping in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 003 Red.

Rolls in foam upholstered in velvet cat. A Venezia 
col. 003 Red with piping in velvet  
cat. A Venezia col. 004 Orange. 

Ornamental matching tassels in silk.

WOODSTOCK
DORMEUSE

A dormeuse with a welcoming and 
comfortable look, emphasized by the 
mattress conformation of the seat.  

Refined details such as the polished brass 
tips of the basement and the roll cushions 

with decorative tassels enhance  
the whole effect, showing the extraordinary 

craftmanship that features  
the entire collection. 
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WOODSTOCK
POUF

Structure in dark wengé dyed wood  
with tips in polished brass.

Seat in foam upholstered in fabric  
cat. A Noli col. 001 Red with piping in 
fabric cat. A Noli col. 002 Dark Violet.

WOODSTOCK
POUF

Available in two different sizes and with 
different upholstery of the collection, 

Woodstock pouf features a typical sculptural 
base with the initial letter of “Etro” logo. The 

compact style allows to use the while the 
refined details show off the fine tailoring.
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WOODSTOCK
SOFA

4-seater sofa with base in dark wengé dyed wood  
and tips in polished brass. Back seat in wood and foam 

upholstered in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 003 Red  
and piping in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 004 Orange.

Seat and back cushions in foam upholstered in velvet  
cat. A Venezia col. 004 Orange and piping in velvet  

cat. A Venezia col. 003 Red. Rolls in foam upholstered 
in velvet cat. A Venezia col. 003 Red with piping in 
velvet cat. A Venezia col. 004 Orange. Ornamental 

matching tassels in silk.

WOODSTOCK
SOFA

A sofa with a welcoming and comfortable 
look, emphasized by the mattress 

conformation of the seat. Refined details 
such as the polished brass tips of the 
basement and the roll cushions with 

decorative tassels enhance the whole effect, 
showing the extraordinary craftmanship  

that features the entire collection. 
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WOODSTOCK
COFFEE TABLE

Structure in dark wengé dyed wood  
with tips in polished brass.

Top in marble cat. A Polar Green.

WOODSTOCK
COFFEE TABLE

A coffee table with a precious appeal, featuring 
a special top in precious marble enhanced by 
refined details such as the patinated bronze 
tips of the basement. The table is a perfect 
expression of the extraordinary craftmanship 

that characterizes the entire collection.
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WOODSTOCK
SIDE TABLE

WOODSTOCK
SIDE TABLE

A side table with a precious appeal, featuring 
a special top in precious marble enhanced by 
refined details such as the patinated bronze 
tips of the basement. The table is a perfect 
expression of the extraordinary craftmanship 

that characterizes the entire collection.

Structure in dark wengé dyed wood  
with tips in polished brass.

Top in marble cat. A Polar Green.
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CHAGALL CHAGALL
CHANDELIER TABLE LAMP

Shades in white frost blown glass.
Metal ceiling cup and details in  

gold finishing. Cables in bordeaux fabric.

Shades in white frost blown glass.
Metal base and details in gold 

finishing. Cable in bordeaux fabric.
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GUADUA
WALL LAMP

4-light metal structure with gold  
or bronzed finishing.

HATHA
CEILING LAMP

2-light ceiling lamp with shades in white frost 
blown glass. Cable in gold fabric.
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MCKENZIE
CEILING LAMP

Ceiling lamp with modules in white 
frost glass with alternate metal 

elements in gold finishing.

VISAN
CHANDELIER

Brass structure upholstered with trimmings  
and velvet. Shades upholstered in fabric  

cat. A Deccan 6574/1 col. 1 Nomad.  
Tassels and fringes in silk. 
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BRAQUE
RUG

Marquetry made up of diverse  
velvet moquette cuttings.

ESCHER
RUG

Hand-tufted in wool and embossed  
bamboo silk with Etro logo.
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HENDRIX
RUG

Hand-tufted in New Zeland wool.  
Pattern with Etro paisley. 

TINGRI
RUG

Hand-tufted in New Zealand wool  
and bamboo silk with carving.  

Pattern with Etro tibetan tigers. 
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VARANASI
RUG

Hand-tufted in combed New Zealand wool and bamboo silk.
Pattern with Etro floral motif.

DUNAND
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DUNAND
PRINT WITH FRAME

Print on canvas.
Frame in patinated bronze wood.
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CARAL PAG. 24

AGRA PAG. 6

JAIPUR PAG. 46 MASADA PAG. 86

JEFFERSON PAG. 56

SOFAS SOFAS

4-SEATER SOFA
E.AGR.211.A

L 258 D 100 H 89 cm 

2-SEATER SOFA
E.JAI.211.A

L 180 D 79 H 67 cm

3-SEATER SOFA
E.MAS.211.A

L 234 D 105 H 76 cm

3-SEATER LINEAR SOFA
E.CAR.211.G 

L 260 D 85 H 75 cm

2-SEATER LINEAR SOFA
E.CAR.211.H

L 230 D 85 H 75 cm

3-SEATER ROUND SOFA
E.CAR.211.E

L 270 D 99 H 75 cm

2-SEATER ROUND SOFA
E.CAR.211.F 

L 240 D 99 H 75 cm

2-SEATER ROUND SOFA  
WITH 1 LEFT ARM
E.CAR.211.C

2-SEATER ROUND SOFA  
WITH 1 RIGHT ARM
E.CAR.211.D

L 230 D 97 H 75 cm

3-SEATER ROUND SOFA  
WITH 1 LEFT ARM
E.CAR.211.A

3-SEATER ROUND SOFA  
WITH 1 RIGHT ARM
E.CAR.211.B

L 260 D 99 H 75 cm

LOVE SEAT
E.CAR.216.A

L 200 D 85 H 75 cm

2-SEATER SOFA
E.JEF.211.C

L 200 D 97 H 90 cm

4-SEATER SOFA
E.JEF.211.A

L 260 D 97 H 90 cm

2-SEATER SOFA
E.JEF.211.D

L 200 D 82 H 90 cm

4-SEATER SOFA
E.JEF.211.B

L 260 D 82 H 90 cm

KLEE PAG. 58

2-SEATER SOFA
E.KLE.211.B

L 220 D 103 H 83 cm

3-SEATER SOFA
E.KLE.211.A

L 260 D 103 H 83 cm 

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
LEFT ARM
E.KLE.213.A

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
RIGHT ARM
E.KLE.213.B

L 240 D 103 H 83 cm

MODULAR CHAISE LONGUE 
LEFT ARM
E.KLE.213.G

MODULAR CHAISE LONGUE 
RIGHT ARM
E.KLE.213.H

L 130 D 163 H 83 cm

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
LEFT ARM
E.KLE.213.C

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
RIGHT ARM
E.KLE.213.D

L 200 D 103 H 83 cm

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
LEFT ARM
E.KLE.213.E

MODULAR LATERAL SOFA 
RIGHT ARM
E.KLE.213.F

L 150 D 103 H 83 cm
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AGRA PAG. 6

CARAL PAG. 20 JEFFERSON PAG. 54 KLEE PAG. 60

ARMCHAIRS

BABEL PAG. 10

E.AGR.221.A

L 124 D 92 H 83 cm

FOLDABLE TRAVEL CHAIR 
E.BAB.221.A

L 71 D 70 H 129 cm

TRAVEL TRUNK 
E.BAB.361.A
L 86 D 86 H 37 cm

E.CAR.221.A

L 83 D 80 H 75 cm

E.JEF.221.A

L 78 D 82 H 90 cm

WOODSTOCK “CARNIVAL” PAG. 114

WOODSTOCK “MOUNTAIN” PAG. 116

WOODSTOCK PAG. 124

CARAL PAG. 22 WOODSTOCK PAG. 120

DORMEUSE

E.KLE.221.A
L 110 D 103 H 83 cm

4-SEATER SOFA
E.WOO.211.A
L 290 D 112 H 70 cm

2-SEATER SOFA
E.WOO.211.C

L 211 D 112 H 70 cm

3-SEATER SOFA
E.WOO.211.B

L 237 D 112 H 70 cm

POUF

SHARP PAG. 108

BRETON PAG. 18 KLEE PAG. 64

SAMARCANDA PAG. 96

WOODSTOCK PAG. 122

E.SHA.222.A

Ø 125 H 45 cm

E.BTN.222.A 

L 110 D 110 H 45 cm

E.KLE.222.B

L 48 D H 50 cm

E.SAM.222.B

Ø 48 H 50 cm

E.WOO.222.A

L 143 D 130 H 41 cm

E.KLE.222.A

L 123 H 40 cm

E.SAM.222.A 

L 123 D H 40 cm

E.WOO.222.B

L 117 D 104 H 41 cm

SOFAS

E.CAR.225.A

L 170 D 160 H 75 cm

E.WOO.225.A

L 237 D 90 H 58 cm
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PICABIA PAG. 92FRIDA PAG. 40

CHAIRS

E.PIC.132.A

L 53 D 56 H 80 cm 

CHAIR WITH ARMS
E.FRI.132.A

L 58 D 60 H 83 cm 

CHAIR
E.FRI.131.A

L 52 D 60 H 83 cm

DINING TABLES

ARP PAG. 8 DALÍ PAG. 28

E.ARP.124.A

L 260 D 130 H 75 cm 

E.DAL.124.A

L 250 D 110 H 75 cm 

E.DAL.123.A

Ø 180 H 75 cm 

COFFEE TABLES SIDE TABLES

SIDE TABLES

E.KLE.231.A

L 140 D 90 H 35 cm 

E.KLE.232.A

L 75 D 75 H 50 cm 

E.SAM.231.A 

L 125 D 100 H 30 cm 

E.MER.231.A

L 120 D 120 H 35 cm

E.WOO.232.A

L 80 D 70 H 60 cm

E.WOO.231.A

L 180 D 130 H 35 cm 

KLEE PAG. 66

GOA PAG. 44

KRISHNA PAG. 82

SAMARCANDA PAG. 102

SAMARCANDA PAG. 100MERET PAG. 90

KLEE PAG. 68

WOODSTOCK PAG. 126 WOODSTOCK PAG. 128

E.GOA.232.A

L 55 D 57 H 50 cm 

E.KRI.231.B 

L 75 / 118 H 45 cm

E.KRI.231.A 

L 75 / 118 H 50 cm

E.SAM.232.A 

Ø 75 cm H 40 cm 

E.SAM.232.B 

Ø 50 cm H 50 cm 

E.SAM.232.C 

Ø 75 cm H 50 cm 
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DELHI PAG. 34 GOA PAG. 44DELHI PAG. 34

FONDA PAG. 38

KLEE PAG. 70

JANIS PAG. 50

DELHI PAG. 32 JANIS PAG. 48

KOLKATA PAG. 78

KLEE PAG. 74

KLEE PAG. 72 KOLKATA PAG. 76

TAXILA PAG. 110

CABINETS

NIGHT TABLECHEST OF DRAWERS

BOOKCASES

CONSOLES

SIDEBOARDS

E.FON.541.A 

L 287 D 40 H 225 cm

E.FON.541.BEJ

L 130 D 40 H 225 cm

E.TAX.541.A

L 253 D 50 H 250 cm 

E.KLE.521.A

L 140 D 42 H 85 cm

E.KLE.521.B

L 110 D 37 H 70 cm 

E.KLE.113.A

L 237 D 54 H 87 cm 

E.KLE.116.A

L 112 D 53 H 150 cm 

E.KOL.116.A

L 96 D 61 H 150 cm 

E.JAN.113.A 

L 226 D 53 H 85 cm 

E.DEH.116.A 

L 122 D 59 H 202 cm

E.JAN.116.A 

L 116 D 53 H 150 cm 

E.KOL.113.B 

L 126 D 61 H 90 cm

E.KOL.113.A 

L 186 D 61 H 90 cm

E.DEH.335.A 

L 60 D 40 H 56 cm

E.DEH.321.A 

L 122 D 59 H 100 cm

E.GOA.232.A

L 55 D 57 H 50 cm 
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BEDS

E.BOM.312.A
L 240 D 215 H 170 cm 
(for mattress L 180 D 200)

E.BOM.312.E
L 340 D 215 H 120 cm 
(for mattress L 180 D 200)

E.BOM.312.F
L 340 D 215 H 120 cm 
(for mattress L 200 D 200)

E.BOM.312.C
L 240 D 215 H 120 cm 
(for mattress L 180 D 200)

E.BOM.312.D
L 260 D 215 H 120 cm 
(for mattress L 200 D 200)

E.MAS.312.A
L 197 D 234 H 79 cm 
(for mattress L 180 D 200)

E.MAS.312.B
L 217 D 234 H 79 cm 
(for mattress L 200 D 200)

E.BOM.312.B
L 260 D 215 H 170 cm 
(for mattress L 200 D 200)

BOMBAY PAG. 8

GATHI PAG. 42 TIMGAD PAG. 112

SCREENS

E.GAT.551.A

L 180 D 4 H 200 cm 

E.TIM.551.A

L 160/265 D 10/94 H 200 cm

MIRRORS

LIGHTING

DELFI PAG. 30

CHAGALL PAG. 130

GUADUA PAG. 132 HATHA PAG. 133

RENÉ PAG. 94

SHANTI PAG. 104

E.DEL.512.A

L 130 D 5 H 200 cm 

E.REN.511.A

L 120 D 10.5 H 120 cm 

E.REN.512.A

L 120 D 10.5 H 200 cm 

E.SHN.512.A

L 120 D 5 H 200 cm 

E.SHN.511.A

L 120 D 5 H 120 cm 

5-LIGHT CHANDELIER
CHA.611.A

L 130 D 45 H 60 cm (+cable)

TABLE LAMP
CHA.631.A
Ø 40 H 65 cm

3-LIGHT CHANDELIER
CHA.611.B

Ø 60 H 70 cm (+cable)

APPLIQUE - LEFT
E.GUA.641.A

L 50 D 8 H 90 cm

APPLIQUE - RIGHT
E.GUA.641.B

L 50 D 8 H 90 cm

CEILING LAMP
E.HAT.611.A

L 30 D 30 H 38 cm (+cable)

MASADA PAG. 84
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LIGHTING

RUGS

MCKENZIE PAG. 134 VISAN PAG. 135

BRAQUE PAG. 136

TINGRI PAG. 139

ESCHER PAG. 137

VARANASI PAG. 140

HENDRIX PAG. 138

CEILING LAMP
ONE MODULE
E.MCK.611.A

Ø 26 H 162 cm

CEILING LAMP
3 MODULES COMPOSITION
E.MCK.611.B 

Ø 60 H 162 cm

10-LIGHT CHANDELIER 
E.VIS.611.A

Ø 150 H 200 cm

6-LIGHT CHANDELIER 
E.VIS.611.B

Ø 80 H 120 cm

E.BRA.571.AMX

L 300 D 320 cm

E.TIN.571.AMX

L 400 D 300 cm

E.ESC.571.AMX

L 400 D 300 cm

E.VAR.571.AMX

L 400 D 300 cm

HAND-KNOTTED IN NEW ZELAND WOOL 
E.HEN.571.AMX
L 400 D 300 cm

HAND-CRAFTED IN HIMALAYAN WOOL 
E.HEN.571.A
L 400 D 300 cm

DUNAND PAG. 143

COMPLEMENTS

PRINT WITH FRAME 
E.DUN.591.AMX

L 94 H 254 cm

MATERIALS
FINISHINGS

FABRICS
LEATHERS
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PATINATED GOLD LIQUID METAL LACQUER PATINATED BRONZE SMOKED EUCALYPTUS FRISE

CHERRY RED LACQUER DARK WENGE DYE

DARK WENGÉ DYED FRAMES WITH CHERRY 
RED LACQUERED CANE

DARK WENGÉ DYED FRAMES WITH BLACK 
LACQUERED CANE

POLISHED BRASS PATINATED BRONZE

RED NAPOLEON CAT. A POLAR GREEN CAT. A AZUL BAHIA CAT. B

ERAMOSA (PASS CUT) CAT. A ERAMOSA (COUNTER-PASS CUT) CAT. A

BRONZED GLASS EXTRA CLEAR GLASS VARANASI MOTIF

PRINTED MIRROR WITH VARANASI MOTIF

DEOSAI MOTIF

NATURAL MIRROR

Printed samples are to be considered as purely indicative Printed samples are to be considered as purely indicative

BUKHARA 6576/1
COL. 1 NOMAD | CAT. A

DECCAN 6574/1
COL. 1 NOMAD | CAT. A

DEOSAI 6577/1
COL. 1 PARADOX | CAT. A

DEOSAI 6577/1
COL. 2 OVERDOSE | CAT. A

DEOSAI 6577/1
COL. 3 MYSTIC | CAT. A

KHORAT 6578/1
COL. 1 OVERDOSE | CAT. A

LLANOVER 6579/1
COL. 1 PARADOX | CAT. B

NANMOR 6573/1
COL. 1 NOMAD | CAT. B

NANMOR 6573/1
COL. 2 OVERDOSE | CAT. B

NANMOR 6573/1
COL. 3 MYSTIC | CAT. B

SHIVA 05935
COL. 5801 MYSTIC | CAT. B
(Not suitable for seat upholstery)

GREYTON 6575/1
COL. 1 ECRU | CAT. B

GREYTON 6575/1
COL. 2 GREY | CAT. B

GREYTON 6575/1
COL. 3 BROWN | CAT. B

GREYTON 6575/1
COL. 4 RED | CAT. B

GREYTON 6575/1
COL. 5 BRICK | CAT. B

LEROY 90129J/6413/9700
COL. 1 NOMAD | CAT. B

MOUNTAIN
90131J/6413/9700/001 BASE CAT. B

MOUNTAIN ROLL
90139J/6413/9700/001 BASE CAT. B

CARNIVAL
90127J/2781/8001/001 BASE CAT. A

CARNIVAL ROLL
90138J/2781/8001/001 BASE CAT. A

CARNIVAL
90127T/5477/9021N/002 VELVET CAT. A

CARNIVAL ROLL
90138T/5477/9021N/002 VELVET CAT. A

WOOD JACQUARD FABRICS

METAL

GLASS

MIRROR

PRINTED GLASS

MARBLE

PRINTED FABRICS
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FIRENZE
COL. 001 RAISIN | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 001 BLACK | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 002 VIOLET | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 003 RED | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 004 ORANGE | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 005 DARK TORQUOISE | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 006 DARK GREEN | CAT. A

VENEZIA
COL. 007 ACID GREEN | CAT. A

GAETA
COL. 001 BLACK | CAT. A

NOLI
COL. 001 RED | CAT. A

NOLI
COL. 002 DARK VIOLET | CAT. A

NUUK 
COL. 001 BROWN | CAT. A

NUUK 
COL. 002 BEIGE | CAT. A

CATRILO
COL. 001 RED | CAT. C
(Not suitable for seat, sideboard and cabinet 
upholstery)

CATRILO
COL. 002 BROWN | CAT. C
(Not suitable for seat, sideboard and cabinet 
upholstery)

NAICO
COL. 001 MUSTARD | CAT. A
(Not suitable for sideboard and cabinet upholstery)

NAICO
COL. 002 DARK TORQUOISE | CAT. A
(Not suitable for sideboard and cabinet upholstery)

NAICO
COL. 003 ORANGE | CAT. A
(Not suitable for sideboard and cabinet upholstery)

Printed samples are to be considered as purely indicative

VELVET FABRICS

LINEN FABRICS

LEATHERS

CAVALLINO LEATHERS
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This catalogue is property of Jumbo Group and cannot be 
sold. You may not reproduce any part of this catalogue without 

written authorization of the publisher. There are no licenses, 
either implied or expressed, to reproduce any part of this 

catalogue unless the license is in writing and signed by Jumbo 
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